We have recently proposed a novel approach to distributed management for large-scale, dynamic networks. Our approach, which we call pattern-based management, is based on the methodical use of distributed control schemes. From an engineering point of view, our approach has two advantages. First, it allows for estimating the performance characteristics of management operations in the design phase. (This was the subject of an earlier paper.) Second, it reduces the complexity of developing scalable, distributed management programs, by promoting the re-usability of key software components. In this paper, we demonstrate how pattern-based management programs can be designed and implemented. We propose an object model for these programs and give a concrete example of how a management task, such as obtaining the current link load distribution of the entire network, can be realized. The example illustrates that our model facilitates writing the key software components in a compact and elegant way.
Introduction
In our recent research, we have proposed a novel approach to distributed management, which applies particularly well to large-scale networks and to networks that exhibit frequent changes in topology and network state [5] [6] . We call this approach pattern-based management. It is based on the methodical use of distributed control schemes. The key concept is that of navigation patterns, which describe the flow of control during the execution of a (distributed) management program. A navigation pattern determines the degree of parallelism and internal synchronization of a distributed management operation.
The concept of navigation patterns has two main benefits. First, it allows for the analysis of management operations with respect to performance and scalability [6] . Second, from a software engineering point of view, navigation patterns allows us to separate the semantics of a management operation from the control flow of the operation. This means that a typical management operation can be realized using different navigation patterns, which can be chosen according to different performance objectives. Also, since a pattern is generic and does not encapsulate any managementspecific semantics, the same pattern can be used for different management tasks. We believe that, as a consequence, our approach will free the management application programmer from developing distributed algorithms, allowing him/her to focus on the specific management task and to select a navigation pattern that captures the requirements for that task. Table 1 shows how pattern-based management relates to other management paradigms. The manager-agent model, based on the client-server paradigm, realizes a centralized control scheme. This control scheme can be characterized by a management program running on a management station and operating on the Management Information Base (MIB), which is distributed among agents in the network. The manager-agent model serves as a basis for the management standards behind SNMP and CMIP [15] [9] . The main limitation of this model is its poor scalability, since it can lead to a large amount of management traffic, a large load on the management station, and long execution times for management operations, especially in large networks [17] . To overcome this drawback, the concepts of management by delegation (MbD) and remote evaluation (REV) were proposed [1] [16] . These concepts allow for delegating tasks from the management station to the agents in the network via the downloading of scripts. A further step towards decentralized control was taken with the introduction of mobile agents for management tasks [11] . Mobile agents can be characterized by self-contained programs that move in the network and act on behalf of a user or another entity. Mobile agents are generally complex, since they exhibit some kind of intelligent behaviour, which allows them to make autonomous decisions. In contrast to the mobile agent approach, our paradigm, pattern-based management, stresses the use of simple, dedicated components, which run in parallel on a large number of network nodes. All of the above paradigms, except for the manager-agent model, necessitate an execution environment on the network nodes, which executes scripts, mobile agents or pattern programs, respectively.
Our work is close to Raz and Shavitt [12] , which advocates the use of distributed algorithms in combination with active networking for network management. We differ from [12] in our emphasis on the separation of the flow of control of the management operation from its semantics through an explicit interface. Figure 1 shows simple examples of navigation patterns. The most basic pattern is the type 1 pattern, where control moves from one node to another and returns after triggering an operation. This pattern exemplifies a typical manager-agent interaction. A type 2 pattern illustrates the case where control moves along a path in the network, triggers operations on the network nodes of this path, and returns to the originator node along the same path. A possible application of this pattern is resource reservation for a virtual path or an MPLS tunnel [13] . In a type 3 pattern, control migrates in parallel to neighbouring nodes, triggers operations on these nodes, and returns with result variables. This pattern can be understood as a parallel version of the type 1 pattern. Finally, in a type 4 pattern, control moves along a circular path in the network. All these examples illustrate that navigation patterns can be defined independently of the management semantics.
Fig. 1. Examples of simple navigation patterns
To fully exploit the advantages of pattern-based management, we envision the use of patterns with more inherent parallelism than those given in Figure 1 . For instance, in [6] we have introduced the echo pattern, which triggers local operations on all nodes of the network and aggregates the local results in a parallel fashion.
As discussed in [6] , navigation patterns can be defined using asynchronous parallel graph traversal algorithms, also known as network algorithms [8] . Note that the concept of a navigation pattern is very different from that of a design pattern as used in software engineering. While a navigation pattern captures the flow of control of executing a distributed operation, a design pattern describes communicating objects and classes for the purpose of solving a general design problem in a particular context [4] . A pattern-based management system can be realized in various ways. One possibility is through a mobile agent platform that is installed on the network nodes (or on control processors that are attached to the network nodes) and provides access to the nodes' control and state parameters through local interfaces [5] . On such a platform, management operations are coded as mobile agent programs, and navigation patterns define the migration, cloning and synchronization of the agents, which are executed on network nodes, perform local operations, and aggregate results. Another possibility for realizing the concept of navigation patterns is to program patterns on an active management platform, such as ABLE [12] . Such a platform includes commercial routers that have been enhanced by an active management node, which processes active packets that have been filtered out by the router. In ABLE, such packets contain Java code that is executed on the management node. An interesting, third possibility is the case whereby the code for performing a management operation is not transported to the nodes as part of this operation. (The code has either been installed beforehand or is loaded on demand from a code server.) In this case, patternbased management can be realized by a system that exchanges messages between network nodes, which simply contain part of the execution state of the management operation. This paper reports on our research in how to program navigation patterns and how to develop pattern-based management programs. Section 2 discusses the structure of a pattern-based management program. Section 3 introduces the three main object classes in a management program--navigation pattern, operator and aggregator. Section 4 gives a concrete example of a management program, using the echo pattern to compute the current load distribution of all links in the network. This example also shows how the migration of control, defined by the pattern, can be decoupled from the management semantics of the program. Finally, section 5 summarizes the results of this paper and gives an outlook on our future work. Figure 2 illustrates the structure of a pattern-based management program. It is comprised of three abstract object classes [14] . The first class, called navigation pattern, specifies how the flow of control of the program migrates from node to node during the course of its execution. The second class, called aggregator, specifies the operation to be performed on each node and how its results are to be aggregated. The third class, called operator, provides a (management) platform independent interface to state and control variables of a network node. The relationship between the instances of a pattern, an aggregator and an operator is as follows. The navigation pattern controls the execution of the aggregator on the network nodes. The aggregator implements the management semantics of a particular management operation. It runs in an execution environment and accesses node functions through the operator. A navigation pattern can also access the operator to retrieve node information in order to make traversal decisions. The execution of a pattern-based management program involves asynchronously creating and maintaining a set of distributed states throughout the network. We distinguish among three different abstract classes for these states. The pattern state class contains information used by navigation patterns to traverse the network, while the aggregator state class holds the state of the distributed management operation. Finally, the node state class represent the operational state of a network node that is accessible to management operations. Pattern and aggregator state can exist in two forms. State that is stored on individual nodes for the lifetime of the management program is called fixed state. Sometimes, it is required that data is carried from node to node as the program executes on the network, in which case we refer to it as mobile state. For example, an aggregator that counts the number of leaf nodes in a network may store sub-totals as fixed states on certain nodes during program execution. In contrast, a navigation pattern that "backtracks" to nodes previously visited may carry its return path in form of a mobile state. While both fixed and mobile states have the same generic structure, the mobile state implements additional functionality, such as data serialization which it requires for state migration.
The Structure of a Pattern-Based Management Program

Patterns, Operators, and Aggregators
The abstract class navigation pattern is specialized into concrete classes, each of which defines a particular graph traversal algorithm. These algorithms distribute the flow of control of the management program in a particular manner. For example, the echo pattern shown in the Figure 4 represents a navigation pattern that distributes control according to the wave-propagation algorithm [3] [6] .
For each concrete class of a navigation pattern, we define a corresponding abstract aggregator class. A pattern and an aggregator must fit together in order to function properly. Therefore, as shown in Figure 3 , an abstract echo aggregator class is defined for the echo pattern class. This aggregator class in turn must be specialized into concrete application-specific classes, one for each type of management operation to be implemented. For example, the echo aggregator in Figure 3 is specialized into two different concrete aggregator classes--the leaf counting aggregator, and the aggregator for computing the connectivity distribution of the network topology.
In Figure 3 , we also see that the abstract operator class is specialized into classes that interface with specific technologies for node access. In this example, three types of operators are given--interfaces for SNMP, CMIP and GSMP [10] .
As we will show in the following section, we define and implement a navigation pattern using the model of a Finite State Machine (FSM). When a management program is launched, control is transferred from the management station to the program's pattern. The execution of a pattern on a network node involves two actions. First, the FSM state of the pattern is determined via the internal logic of the pattern and, second, a function corresponding to that state is triggered in the program's aggregator. Note that for each FSM state, there is exactly one function in the aggregator corresponding to that state. This function defines the local actions or operations to be performed by the aggregator when the pattern is in the associated state. In this sense, the interface between pattern and aggregator can be modelled as an FSM that represent the operation of the pattern and the navigation pattern can be seen as controlling the execution of the management operation (via the aggregator) through those states.
Writing a Pattern-Based Management Program
Writing a pattern-based management program is a two-step process. In the first step, a navigation pattern which drives the execution of the management operation, is developed (or selected from a catalogue of well-known patterns). In the second step, an aggregator, which performs the actual management operation, is written. In the following subsections, we discuss both steps in detail.
Consider the development of a management program that obtains the link load statistics and computes the link load distribution across a large network in near realtime. Management operations of this nature provide a network operator with an immediate snapshot about the state of the network and allow decisions to be made in a responsive manner.
The traditional approach to this problem, using a centralized management paradigm, calls for writing a management program that polls every node in the network and then processes the results to compute the histogram. While feasible for small networks, this approach does not scale for most network topologies, due to the increasing processing time and the induced traffic overhead. A different, more sophisticated approach, includes a hierarchy of management entities--a solution that is not feasible for dynamic networks with frequent changes in topology.
In contrast, a pattern-based management system is distributed in nature and requires no global topology information in order to accomplish the above task. A pattern-based approach to the problem involves selecting a navigation pattern that traverses all nodes in the network and implementing an associated aggregator that computes the required histogram during the pattern's traversal. As we have shown in [6] with the example of running the echo pattern on the Internet, a pattern-based management program can be significantly more efficient in a large network for this task than a centralized system.
Programming the Echo Pattern
In this section, we show how to implement the echo pattern, a navigation pattern we have introduced in [6] . Management operations based on this pattern do not need knowledge of the network topology, can dynamically adapt to changes in the topology and scale well in very large networks. The defining characteristic of the echo pattern is its two-phase operation, which works as follows. In the first or expansion phase, the flow of control emanates from the node attached to the management station (start node) via messages called explorers. When an explorer arrives at a node for the first time (unvisited node), it sends out copies of itself on all links, except for the one it arrived from (explorer link). It then marks the node as being visited. When an explorer arrives on an already visited node, it triggers the second phase of the pattern, the contraction phase, by sending a message called an echo out on its explorer link. If an explorer arrives at a leaf node, (one whose only link is an explorer link), it is returned as an echo. When all the explorers of originating from a node have returned as echoes, a new echo is generated and sent out on the node's explorer link. Therefore, for every explorer that is sent over a link, there is a corresponding echo that returns over the same link. The pattern terminates when the last echo returns to the management station.
The execution of echo pattern can be visualized as a wave that propagates out from the start node to every node in the network, before converging back to the start node.
A navigation pattern is implemented as a distributed, asynchronous program that runs identical copies of itself on a set of nodes. On each of these nodes, its execution can be described by an FSM. Upon invocation on a node, the local copy determines its FSM state by examining the fixed and mobile pattern states (Section 2) and triggers a function within the aggregator that corresponds to its current FSM state. When that function returns, it signals to a subset of adjacent nodes (including itself) to schedule its further execution on those nodes.
In the case of the echo pattern, its local program can be described by an FSM with the following seven states:
• OnBegin This state is the first state entered when the pattern is launched from the management station. It is triggered exactly once on the start node.
• OnTerminate
This state corresponds to the termination of the navigation pattern. It is entered on the node where the management program has been launched, after the aggregator triggered by OnLastEcho state has returned.
• The initialization and termination states are used by the aggregator to initialize mobile state variables and to return results back to the management station respectively. The expansion states are typically used to disseminate information, initialize fixed state variables or initiate local operations in aggregators. The contraction states are used to incrementally aggregate results or to propagate the results of operations back to the start node.
Since the echo aggregator specifies the local actions/operations to be performed for each of the possible seven states that the echo pattern can be in at any point in time, it is defined by seven abstract functions corresponding to these states. Figure 4 shows the implementation of the run() method of the echo pattern in C++. Note that the interface definition of this method, restricts access to the operator (op), the pattern state (ps), the aggregator (agg) and the aggregator state (as). The program begins by testing if it was just launched by checking the mobile state variable begin_m (line 2). If the variable does not exist (meaning the current node is the start node), the program creates it and triggers its aggregator by calling its OnBegin() function (lines 3 and 4) .
Next, the program checks if it is an echo or an explorer (line 5). If it is an explorer, it checks if the current node has been visited (line 6). If not, the program triggers its aggregator, by calling its OnFirstExplorer() function, flags the node as visited and obtains a list of its neighbours from its operator (lines 7 to 10). The program also initializes a fixed state variable first_echo_f to indicate that the first echo has not yet returned (line 9).
The program then checks, if a mobile (pattern) state variable path_m has been created (line 11). If not, it creates such a variable to store the return path for use during the contraction phase (line 12). If path_m has been created before, the program checks, if the current node has any neighbours other than its parent, which would result in further expansion (line 13).(The term 'parent' refers to the neighbour node that is connected via the node's explorer link.) If not, the pattern has encountered a leaf node, in which case, the program marks itself as an echo by creating a mobile state variable is_echo_m (line 14). It then creates a fixed state variable num_explorers_f with value 1 and schedules itself to run on the same node (lines 15 and 16) . If the current node is not a leaf node, the program saves its path in path_m, creates a fixed state variable num_explorers_f to count the number of outstanding explorers, and proceeds by passing control to its neighbour nodes (lines 17 to 19) .
If the executing instance of the pattern is an explorer and the current node has already been visited, then the program triggers its aggregator, by calling its OnSecondaryExplorer() function (line 20), marks itself as an echo (line 21) and returns to its parent node, whose id is stored in path_m (line 22) .
If the instance of the pattern program is an echo, it determines if it is the first echo by checking first_echo_f (line 23). If so, it triggers its aggregator by calling its OnFirstEcho() function and resets first_echo_f to indicate that the first echo has returned (lines 24 and 25).
The program then decrements num_explorers_f (line 26) and checks the result for zero (line 27). If this is the case, this means that all outstanding explorers have returned as echoes, and the program calls OnLastEcho() of its aggregator (line 28). Furthermore, if path_m is empty, which would indicate that the pattern has completed its traversal (line 29), the pattern calls OnTerminate() of its aggregator (line 30). Otherwise, the pattern calls OnSecondaryEcho() of its aggregator (line 32).
As can be seen from the description above, programming patterns can be a nontrivial exercise, requiring a background in distributed algorithms. As such, a key benefit of the pattern-based management approach lies in the re-usability of navigation patterns to solve classes of management problems.
Programming an Echo Aggregator
Programming the aggregator for computing the link load distribution involves (a) deriving a new class from the abstract class echo aggregator (Figure 3) , and (b) defining the semantics of each of its seven functions. Briefly, its operation can be described as follows. While the pattern expands, a histogram is created as a fixed (aggregator) state variable on each node, which is populated with the link utilization of the outgoing links. In the other case, when the pattern contracts, a node's histogram is copied into a mobile (aggregator) state variable and propagated to back its parent in the echo. When the echo arrives at the parent, this histogram is aggregated with the parent's histogram. When all echoes have arrived at the parent node, the parent sends its aggregated histogram to its parent which repeats this process recursively. Note that there is generally more than one way to implement an aggregator, namely, by associating aggregator functions with different states of the pattern. For example, in the code of Figure 5 , the local operation of reading a node's link utilization statistics is performed in the OnFirstExplorer() function, i.e. the function associated with the OnFirstExplorer state, while the OnFirstEcho() function is empty. An alternative implementation for the same operation would be to reverse the associations of these two functions by performing the local operation in the OnFirstEcho() function instead. The difference between these two implementations lies in the performance characteristics of the operation. An example showing this difference can be found in [7] . Network managers can take advantage of this effect by choosing implementations according to their performance objectives.
Moreover, although the we distinguished five states--excluding initialization and termination--as part of the echo pattern, one state is sufficient to realize many operations. This state can be understood as combining the three contraction states, namely OnFirstEcho, OnSecondaryEcho and OnLastEcho, into a single state. Consider the task of computing the average load of all network nodes. An aggregator implementing this task can be written as a function that incrementally aggregates the partial averages delivered via echoes and the local load. In general, functions, such as sum, product, average, min, and max, can be implemented using this approach. These functions are based on operators that are commutative, i.e., , and associative, i.e., .
As explained above, using more than one state allows the implementor to create operations with different performance profiles, e.g., operations with shorter completion times. For example, if a local read operation takes a long time, it is often more efficient to perform the read operation in one of the expansion states and use the contraction states for aggregation only. Therefore, such an implementation requires (at least) two states, in addition to initialization and termination.
Discussion
One of the primary benefits of pattern-based management is that it allows pattern programs to be reused to solve a large class of management problems. This is possible because navigation patterns are generic programs and do not encapsulate the semantics of a management operation. So far, we have successfully designed echo aggregators that compute network load statistics and distributions, calculate global topological properties and perform network initialisation.
In general, aggregators are also significantly less complex than navigation patterns. Patterns are distributed programs that must be designed operate correctly in any given network topology. Aggregators, on the other hand, are local function calls. Aggregator programmers do not need to contend with issues related to network topology, concurrency, synchronization or termination. Therefore, we envision a pattern-based management system to contain a catalogue of a few carefully designed patterns developed by distributed systems specialists and a wide variety of aggregators written by management application programmers.
In our approach, we model the interface between a pattern and an aggregator as a FSM. This design hides the distributed nature of the algorithm implementing the
) i j , ( ) " = navigation pattern from the programmer of the aggregator. In many cases, the number of states of this state machine can be reduced even further. The cost of this simplification, as we have shown in section 4.2, is that the programmer has less of a choice in selecting specific performance profiles. However, as the example also clearly shows, even this one-state FSM can be used to implement a large class of useful computations, all without requiring any understanding of how the echo pattern works.
In order to support the development of pattern-based management programs and to study their scalability properties, we have built a software workbench for constructing, testing and simulating a pattern-based management system [7] . The tool, called SIMPSON, is written in Visual C++ and runs on Microsoft Windows platforms (Win 95, 98, NT, 2000) . Currently, it allows for the interactive simulation and visualization of patterns on networks as large as 10,000 nodes.
We believe that this work opens up interesting avenues for further research. Currently, we focus on the following aspects. First, we want to explore the applicability of our approach to provisioning and management of Internet services, such as DiffServ. Second, we want to analyse navigation patterns in terms of survivability properties. For example, the echo pattern in this paper is not resilient to node or link failures and needs to be enhanced to increase its robustness. Further, we plan to investigate which classes of management problems can be solved in an asynchronous, symmetrical and distributed way, which makes them ideal candidates for implementation on a pattern-based management system. Above all, we want to develop an inventory of navigation patterns that are applicable to key management tasks, analyse them regarding performance, scalability, and survivability, and implement them as software components that can be embedded in management platforms.
